
Sizing Instructions

How to Measure
 
Support Pad Width
Measure from the front of the hind legs (in front of the penis for 
male dogs) towards your dogs chest to determine the support 
pad width.  For dogs with barrel chests (i.e. Boxers, Pit Bulls), 
measure just the belly area to the base of the rib cage.  
Downsizing is common for these dogs.

chest harness not included

chest harness not included Still not sure?   ...try the towel test

Adjusting Dimensions
Measure starting where the handle of the GingerLead will 
rest in your hand (while you are standing upright), continue 
under your dog’s belly, up the other side, then back to your 
hand completing the loop.  If it measures 37” or less, the 
Tall size should be considered.

Size Pad Width Adjusting Weight* Gender

Mini  1.5” 28” - 69” Under 15 lbs

Small Male 3.5” 37” - 60” 15 - 45 lbs

Small Female 4” 37” - 60” 15 - 45 lbs

Medium (Large Male) 5.5” 38” - 60” 45 - 200 lbs

Large Female 7.5” 38” - 60”
 

55 - 200 lbs
 

Tall Male (For Lean Dogs) 5” 26” - 37” 70 - 200 lbs

Tall Female (For Lean Dogs) 7.5” 26” - 37” 70 - 200 lbs

FEMALE           MALE

*Size should be determined by Pad Width and Adjusting Measurements, not the weight of your dog

Female Dogs
Fold a bath towel to 7.5 inches wide to simulate a large, female GingerLead, then sling it under her belly.  If that's too big, 
then re-fold the towel to 4 inches wide to simulate a small, female GingerLead. If she is in between sizes, re-fold the towel to 
5.5 inches to simulate a large, male GingerLead.  If the small is too big for her, try our Mini GingerLead.
 
Male Dogs
Fold a bath towel to 5.5 inches wide to simulate a large, male GingerLead, then sling it under your dog's belly in front of his 
penis.  If that's too big, then re-fold the towel to 3.5 inches wide to simulate a small, male GingerLead.  If that's too big for 
him, try our Mini GingerLead.  Male Dachshunds typically use the Mini GingerLead with the sling behind their penis.
   
Check with your veterinarian if you have any questions about whether a GingerLead will fit your dog's needs given their 
specific medical condition(s)
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